


 

  

 

 



Editorial Dub

DEAR READER, welcome to the third issue of The Dub; a bumper, August special, 

celebrating the birthdays of MARCUS GARVEY and YABBY YOU. It includes the 

commencement of three serial additions: The Rootsman Interviews, feat. Tyrone Glasgow;

Welcome to Shamrock feat. Paul Brackett – and the cartoon, True Story of Marcus Garvey,

by Ras Haile Mecael.

As the July edition was funded mainly by donations from Ockard Riddim, East Oxford 

Children's Centre and Soundworks, this issue comes to you through the financial support 

of a few sources also; via donations to The Dub crowd funding scheme, set up by Jules 

Dalitz – one half of the Country Couple; from the O2 Academy Oxford, facilitated by 

Justine Fancy and Jake Pell – and from article contributors, Richard Craven and Dan-I 

Cameron. A salute to all those that gave. Funding decisions from the City Council Culture 

Fund, have been deferred till August 5th – so The Dub might get support from them, for the 

September and subsequent issues. 

Confirmation has been given concerning The Dub Exhibiton. Part one will take place at the

Fusion Arts Centre, in the last two weeks of October, as part of the Black History Month 

celebrations. Part two will be at the Ark-T Centre, throughout the month of March – part of 

the International Womens Month festivities. Salutes to Emmy O'Shaughnessy, director of 

the Ark T Centre: and Kieran Cox, Funding and Finance Officer, at Fusion Arts – and to 

David Fowles, Sales Manager at Parchment Printers.

Amongst all the contributors - old and new - its necessary to have contributions from the 

younger ones, such as Tom Dredd, of the Dublings – and the even younger, such as 

poetess Zeilah Louear, aged nine and the Dub Reporter, Jacob Alexander-Smith, eight 

years old.

Eternal salutes to Marcus Garvey, one of the greatest journalists/editors of all time – and to

Yabby You, one of the great roots reggae singer/producers.

WELCOME TO THE DUB

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com – 07884205422

N.B. Editorial location error in the July issue. In the Constant Jammin' piece, the Peckings 

shop is in Shepherds Bush, not Brixton. Credits to pitchfork.com – Jamaicans.com and 

OriginalGong Family, for use of the Yabby You, Marcus Garvey and Leonard Howell 

photographs.

Technical Assistance – Steph Alexander and Kalum Charles

Printer – Parchment Printers, Oxford

All material copyright (c). All rights reserved. This publication may not be 

reproduced or transmitted in any form, in whole or part, without the express 

permission of The  Dub.

You must never stop learning. The world’s greatest men and women were people who educated 

themselves outside of the university with all the knowledge that the university gives, as you have the

opportunity of doing the same thing the university student does — read and study.  MARCUS 

GARVEY

mailto:bantudub06@gmail.com


Why I Love THE SUN, by Burning Spear
The music of Winston Rodney doesn’t hit you and you feel no pain, it hits you and makes 

you think. In as much as I’m not trying to review a piece as such, but this is why I love The

Sun, by Burning Spear.

It’s an outdoor tune for sure, a timeless classic melody, a simple concept one could say. 

However, its somehow more powerful than just that, as it’s stepping rumbling bassline 

underpins.

Yes, Spear’s music makes you think, and it can be haunting, distant even - taking the 

everyday into a more sometimes seemingly untouchable place, whilst still connecting you 

to the one theme – Man in the Hills springs to mind, weaving history and consciousness 

into an image of rural peace, bringing the mind into I guess what Rasta’s call, an Ital place.

Playing The Sun to a dear friend recently triggered this stream of thought, and how the 

song sits alongside his others. Comparisons could be drawn to Bob Marley and the 

inclusion of Rock It Baby on Catch a Fire, bringing together on one

album very different themes, i.e. that of a man awaiting his woman as the

evening comes in - one we all can identify with - but flip the vinyl to the

start and Bob brings us straight into harsh reality with Concrete Jungle,

or later, opens the history book with 400 Years.

All part of the beauty of reggae and blues woven together; but perhaps

one time, when you’re in that sweet cool space of an early summers

evening, thinking of a person or place with that internal smile you know

to be love, pull out the Spear, and give the Sun a spin.

Barney Pree

The Negro World, a weekly newspaper with worldwide circulation, was created by Marcus Garvey

as the official organ of the Universal Negro Improvement Association and African Communities' 

League. The paper was produced in New York beginning in August 1918. 

The Negro World enjoyed a broad and influential distribution, reaching not only the entire United 

States, but the Caribbean, Central America, Canada, Europe, and Africa. At its peak, the 

publication had a circulation of two hundred thousand and was the most popular black newspaper 

in the United States. Fearing the influence of Garvey's call for independence, European colonial 

powers banned The Negro World in many parts of Africa and the Caribbean; however, it continued 

to be distributed clandestinely by black seamen, students, and others.

Over the years, Garvey made the paper more accessible to his constituency: a Spanish language 

section of The Negro World was begun in 1923, a French language section in 1924. Amy Jacques 

Garvey added a page called "Our Women and What They Think" during her tenure as associate 
editor, from 1924 to 1927.

excerpts from The Negro World - PBS

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/garvey/peopleevents/p_jacques.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/garvey/peopleevents/p_jacques.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/garvey/peopleevents/e_unia.html


BLACK STAR DUB
Black leaders who were influenced by MARCUS MOSIAH GARVEY

17/08/1887

Long before many of us were even conscious of our own degradation, Marcus 

Garvey fought for African national and racial equality. I think that of all the 

literature I studied, the book that did more than any other to fire my enthusiasim

was the Philosophy and Opinions of Marcu Garvey

Kwame Nkrumah, first president of Ghana

Every time you see another nation on the African continent become 

independent you know that Marcus Garvey is alive...had it not been for Marcus 

Garvey and the foundations laid by him, you would find no independent nations

in the Caribbean today...All the freedom movement that is taking place right 

here in America today was initiated by the work and teachings of Marcus 

Garvey

Malcom X also known as El Hajj Malik El Shabazz

In 1921, Kenyan nationalists, unable to read, would gather round a reader of 

Garvey's newspaper, The Negro World and listen to an article two or three 

times. Then they would run various ways through the forest, carefully to repeat 

the whole, which they had memorised, to Africans hungry for some doctrine 

which lifted them from the servile consciousness in which Africans lived.

Jomo Kenyatta, first president of Kenya

Marcus Garvey was the first man of colour in the history of the United States to

lead and develop a mass movement. He was the first man on a mass scale, and 

level, to give millions of Negroes a sense of dignity and destiny, and make the 

Negro feel that he was somebody.

Martin Luther King Jnr



Ras Haile Mecael



WOMEN'S ERA DUB
Here are some quotes from JOSEPHINE RUFFIN – b.31/08/1842 - founder-editor 

of Women's Era, the first newspaper published by and for African American 

women.

All over America there is to be found a large and growing class of 

earnest, intelligent, progressive colored women... many of them 

warped and cramped for lack of opportunity, not only to do more but

to be more.”

We are justified in believing that the success of this movement for 

equality of the sexes means more progress toward equality of the 

races.

Too long have we been silent under unjust and unholy charges; we 

cannot expect to have them removed until we disprove them 

through ourselves.

If laws are unjust, they must be continually broken until they are 

altered.

We need to feel the cheer and inspiration of meeting each other, we

need to gain the courage and fresh life that comes from the 

mingling of congenial souls, of those working for the same ends.

...we are women, American women, as intensely interested in all 

that pertains to us as such as all other American women; we are not

alienating or withdrawing, we are only coming to the front, willing to 

join any others in the same work and welcoming any others to join 

us."

from izquotes.com/author/josephine-st.-pierre-ruffin

http://izquotes.com/quote/332751
http://izquotes.com/quote/332751
http://izquotes.com/quote/332751
http://izquotes.com/quote/332754
http://izquotes.com/quote/332754
http://izquotes.com/quote/332754
http://izquotes.com/quote/332753
http://izquotes.com/quote/332753
http://izquotes.com/quote/332753


WHAT NOW FOR PINNACLE? 
Pinnacle was where the people of Rastafari were

first able to grow and develop, as a largely self-

sufficient movement.  It was set deep in the hills of

Sligoville, on a large plot of land, high above

Spanish Town in St. Catherine, Jamaica.  Leonard

Howell AKA Gong AKA Gong Guru AKA G.G.

Maragh led the families of the early Rastafarites (or

beardmen as they were known at the time) out of

the St. Thomas & St. Catherine parishes in the

early 1940s, to somewhere they could settle and

cultivate.  Food was grown for the common good

and high grade ganja was grown, for trade with the

outside world.  Howell was free to preach what he

had been trying to say since 1932, that the

coronation of Haile Selassie I in Ethiopia heralded

a new age, prophecied by Marcus Garvey.  Most

people think of musicians when they think of the

development of Rastafari and there are plenty to

thank, but without Leonard Howell, known as the

Gong, none of it would have happened at all.  

Howell was well travelled before his return to Jamaica in 1932, having lived and worked in 

Cuba, Panama and the USA; as well as working on ships and in the British West Indies 

Regiment (his unit only just missed being sent to the front in 1918).  Inspired by Marcus 

Garvey and other Afrocentric preachers and healers he had met, in particular the Athlicans

as well as the Hindus of Jamaica, Howell began preaching with a mystical tone, using the 

Biblical references that most Jamaicans would have grown up learning.  This fitted with a 

tradition of Jamaican preachers and healers who strayed from the traditional church, such 

as Bedward.  It also picked up on the fact that Marcus Garvey had been scathing about 

any religious cults that were not strictly Christian.  A trial for sedition in 1934 did much to 

popularise Howell’s beliefs - and introduce his strength of character to the Jamaican 

public, outside of the areas where he had been preaching (Howell intelligently represented

himself in court).  

Established in the late 1930s, the growth of Pinnacle was rapid - going from 700 at the first

police raid, to a reported 4,500 after only a couple of years.  The appeal was clear - with 

hard conditions having plagued Jamaica following the global depressions of the 1930s - 

Pinnacle offered both a community spirit and a sense of independence and dignity for 

black people, in what was still a British colony under direct rule. The land was rocky and 

hard (but not impossible) to cultivate, so while the Rastas grew all kinds of crops, the key 

to its survival was the ganja trade, which was neither large scale or industrialised at the 

time.  Pinnacle became a major source of herb, which paid for their water supply and 

many more things that the community needed to survive.

Of course there were many in the authorities that tried to prevent Howell from promoting 

his views.  He was arrested, jailed in Kingston’s infamous Bellevue ‘hospital’ and meetings 

of Rastafari were broken up, often violently.  There were major police raids in 1945: the 

Leonard Howell



infamous raid of 1954 spelled the end of the community.  The people of Pinnacle were 

scattered, many settling in West Kingston; spreading the seed of Rastafari into the 

ghettoes of the city and to the musicians who would ensure its continued growth, allied to 

reggae music.  

Sadly, the Gong more or less disappeared from the story of Rastafari after the breakup of 

Pinnacle, as numerous sects of Rastafarians developed, mainly in the various yards 

around Kingston.  He died in Kingston in 1981, a few months before the Tuff Gong, Bob 

Marley.  

Pinnacle has been in the news again in recent years, with the St. Jago Hills Development 

Co. keen to turn the site into a housing development - and modern day Rastafarians just 

as keen to have Pinnacle declared a national heritage site.  Perhaps inspired by the 

‘Occupy’ movements in Europe and the USA, an Occupy Pinnacle group sprang up, 

making its presence felt with a variety of protests and demonstrations.  Building work 

began on parts of the site owned by the developers and finally stories were told again of 

the people who used to live there, some of whom are still around.  Protesters are claiming 

that the developments will damage the graves of many Howellites, including his wife - and 

the homes of people who have clung on to small plots of land, since the days of Pinnacle.  

A quarter acre of what was once Pinnacle, has been declared a national heritage site after 

a long campaign; more than maybe some had expected, but not enough for others, as the 

site does not include the Tabernacle of Pinnacle.  The developers are convinced that the 

title to the land is now legally theirs, although others dispute how this came about.  The 

legal title to Pinnacle is a very grey area. Howell claimed he had bought and paid for the 

land at least twice, but he was not renowned for attention to detail in financial matters.  

Trying to settle the matter of current ownership by using land claims from the 1950s, is 

unlikely to prove anything satisfactorily for the Rastas, as there seem to be several 

competing stories about who really owned the site at various times - some of which ask 

some awkward questions about how Pinnacle was able to remain active as a large ganja 

plantation for so long.  Ironically, it is the enormous spiritual and social legacy of Howell, 

Pinnacle and the Rastafarians, that has brought worldwide attention and tourism to 

Jamaica.  

Sources:  ‘The First Rasta’, Helene Lee (Lawrence Hill Books, 1999);  Jamaica Observer 

back issues;  The Gleaner back issues;  Occupy Pinnacle facebook page;  The 

Independent back issues;  http://www.originalgongfamily.com

PINNACLE TOP THREE

East Of The Rio Cobre – JUNIOR DAN (Honest 

Jon’s 10”)

Rastafari (Jah Fari On A Pinnacle) – LEROY 

SIBBLES (Trojan LP track)

Gold Dust – EARL SIXTEEN and MANESSAH 

(Roots Garden/Merge Records LP)

Dan-I – co-founder of Field Frequency Sound



TREASURE BOX DUB

CONQUERING LION
1972 

prod. by Yabby You 
 b.14/08/1946

which features gems such as

Run Come Rally

Love Thy Neighbour

 Conquering Lion

Jah Love

Love Jah

Covetious Men

The Man Who Does The Work







change is to be brought about. Some of these messages require a complete mindset 

change in order to bring about the desired results. This mindset change may be difficult, 

but as scores of roots reggae singers (and record buyers) can attest; the right way is 

harder, but the positive results are greater and more enduring.

So, if you are a young person who is trying to use reggae to help you to improve your lot in

life, here are 10 tunes that you may like to add to your action plan of self-discovery, self-

awareness and self-improvement:

1.Strive - LUCIANO

2.Youths Get Tricked – MYSTIC

3.Education – BOB SKENG 

4.Stronger - BESCENTA

5.Try A Thing – WHITE MICE

6.Youth of Today – LITTLE JOHN

7.Never Give Up – LEROY SIBBLES

8.Words of Wisdom – MARLA BROWN and MUTABARUKA

9.Mek Wi Try – BUSHMAN and MORGAN HERITAGE

10.Strive – ANTHONY JOHN

Asher Messanjah, founder-member of Messanjah Sound, Swindon

founded in 1982

If you have no confidence in self, you are twice defeated in the race of life.

Emancipate yourselves from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free our minds!

The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of national 

greatness.

With confidence, you have won before you have started.

We must give up the silly idea of folding our hands and waiting on God to do everything for

us. If God had intended for that, then he would have not have given us a mind. Whatever 

you want in life, you must make up your mind to do it for yourself.

If we as a people realized the greatness from which we came, we are less likely to 

disrespect ourselves.

Don't remove the kinks from yout hair. Remove them from your brain.

Get organised and you will compel the world to listen

quotes from Marcus Garvey



CHICKEN TAGINE and MINT TEA

I went to a place called Morocco. It is in North Africa and has the 

Sahara Desert there. This is the largest sand desert in the world.

My mum took me to stay overnight in the desert. We travelled for a 

day and a half to get there. We went through the Atlas mountains 

and then had to ride camels, to get to the Bedouin tent we were to 

stay in. We could see Algeria from there.

The Berber guides are very clever people. They know how to make 

an oven in the sand and cooked us a delicious chicken tagine. We 

also had delicious oranges for pudding - they grow all over 

Morocco. The Berber people showed us how they weave and make

wool. They also showed us how to make delicious mint tea and how

to grow vegetables and fruit.

I made loads of friends on my way to the desert. We stopped in a 

place called Ait Ben Hadou and saw an amazing old fort. I climbed 

all the way to the top. Catching fish with our hands, I made friends 

with the boys who live there!

We also visited Marrakesh. We saw marvellous things here! The 

souk is a huge market - we nearly got lost! We saw monkeys and 

snake charmers. Mosques, 

minarets, palaces and 

tombs. It was such an 

adventure and the people 

were so friendly, it made 

the holiday special. I think 

everyone should learn 

about the world by living as 

other people do for a while.

Jacob Alexnder-Smith

aged eight



The Sweet Sweet Sounds of Roots Reggae

Greetings dear and respected readers of The Dub,  my name is Rich Craven aka Richie 

Roots, I was deeply honoured when Natty Mark Samuels asked me to write a few words 

about my introduction to, and appreciation of roots reggae.

My love and appreciation of Roots evolved over a number of years through several 

sources, as a teenager growing up in Wiltshire. I listened to a wide variety of music, often 

introduced to me through the Radio One DJ John Peel and his nightly radio show.  During 

those years he played some fine fine music, including the likes of Culture, Misty In Roots, 

Linton Kwesi Johnson, Dr Alimantado and Burning Spear. This fine music really opened 

my eyes as both the lyrical content and melodies really struck a chord with me.

Over subsequent years I began to seek out classic albums and songs from the likes of 

Israel Vibration, The Wailers, Horace Andy, The Mighty Diamonds, Mikey Dread, The 

Congos,  Prince Far I, The Gladiators, Steel Pulse, U-Roy and many more, as my musical 

tastes broadened and I began to embrace this most wonderful genre of music.

Another influence on me, was the dj/writer and artist Don Letts, who through his writings, 

djing and several fine compilation albums, introduced me further to the likes of Junior 

Murvin, Big Youth and Max Romeo, to name but a few.

I was lucky to live within East Oxford for many years and used to make regular visits to the

Polar Bear record shop on Cowley Road, where Aidan “Count Skylarkin” Larkin made even

more recommendations to me: and my collection grew accordingly.

As I now head into my mid 40’s, I can honestly say no other genre of music lifts my spirits 

in quite the same way as Roots Reggae: a soundtrack to the ups and downs of life. Songs 

that can put a smile on my face, bring a tear to my eye, make me want to dance, make me

want to celebrate, make me contemplate the fate of others and respect those around me. 

The lyrics resonate, the music makes me move my feet. Roots reggae music for me is 

medicine for the soul. I listen to my roots music every day and at every opportunity. I feel 

blessed to have taken this musical journey.

If I was to limit my favourite roots songs to but a few, these would feature...

1 Lion Rock - CULTURE

2 Slavery Days - BURNING SPEAR

3 Mankind - MISTY In ROOTS 

4 Open Up The Gate - THE CONGOS

5 Concrete Jungle - THE WAILERS

Thank you for taking the time to read my words, 

respect to you all

Richard Craven aka Richie Roots



I Saw a Man

I saw a man in the street

He had nowhere to sleep and nothing to eat.

I felt so sorry, I started to worry

Although I was in a hurry

I gave him rice and curry

And then he smiled at me.

Now tell me

What kind of society

Would leave people in poverty

And watch them lose their sanity

Their dignity, their identity?

Some things are very strange

They need to rearrange

Come on people, let's make a change!

Zeilah Louear 

9 years old





Welcome to Shamrock

When my parents decided to leave Ireland back in the 1950s, I'm sure they had no idea 

what life would be like for a big Irish family in Oxford.

To say that it was tough would be an understatement: it wasn't the most friendly of places. 

That was until we were given the keys to a new five bedroom house on Blackbird Leys, 

that we really found our feet.

At times, our early days was one big party. Relatives would visit and they'd be a hooly in 

our house all weekend. Mostly old time Irish rebel songs.

Then in the late 60s/early 70s, my whole musical influence changed. Going to school and 

mixing with other ''Leezers'' exposed me to many new vibes. All my friends came from 

places with names like St. Vincent, St Lucia, Trinidad, Guyana and Jamaica, as well as 

Glasgow, Dundee, Cork and Dublin.

We'd all meet up at a place in town called Catacombes, to listen to the latest sounds, most

of it influenced by Caribbean musicians.

At the same time, we had Barns Court, where youth from East Oxford and BBL would 

meet up to dance to Ska music. Al Capone's Guns Don't Argue, is one song that used to 

make my feet itch; another tune was Skanga, by Rupie Edwards.

Paul Brackett - to be continued



AFRICAN LIBRARY DUB

Book Recommendations

Roots reggae

The Great Marcus Garvey – Liz Mackie

BLACK JOURNALISM

Richard Moore: Caribbean Militant in Harlem – ed. W. Burghardt 

Turner and Joyce Moore Turner

BLACK HISTORY

Hausa Women in the 20th Century  – ed. Catherine Coles and 

Beverly Mack

All books can be borrowed from the African School Library. Eternal salute to the family of 

PROFESSOR INSKEEP, who recently let me choose and carry away over two hundred 

books on sub-Saharan history, from the massive library in their house in Jericho, Oxford. 

This was facilitated by Sophie Phipps aka Sista Sophie, from an idea by Hugo Makepeace.

It was like entering a Wonderland! The library is spread over every room in the house, so I 

went from top to bottom – the cellar also – over a two hour period, in a state of bliss. A 

massive, timely and welcome addition – including collections on the Asante/ Ashanti and 

the Shona – to the African School library.

Excerpt from The Great Marcus Garvey

The forms in which Garveyism has lived on have been diverse; from nationalist fighters in 

Kenya, to bronze statues in Kingston, or from Black Power militants in Birmingham, 

Alabama to Rastafarians living in Birmingham, England. All of these are attributable in no 

small way to the work of Marcus Garvey. More than this, though, in the struggle up from 

degradation and subjugation, Garvey contributed to the popularization of black 

consciousness, and his greatest living tribute are the millions of black people around the 

world who might never have said ''I'm black and I'm proud'' without him. In the unfinished 

history of black people's fight against the oppression of racism, Marcus Garvey's 

contribution towards the inevitable victory is immeasurable.



The Rootsman Interviews
interview with Addis Ababa co-founder Tyrone Glasgow aka Rootsman T - 

the Roots Encyclopedia.

When did you first make a connection with the music of Yabby You?

1975/76. The tune at the time was Judgement On The Land, by the Prophets.

Thinking of the dj cuts – such as those by Trinity, Dillinger, Big Youth, or Tapper 

Zukie – of his 70s produtions, which is your favourite?

Dillinger. The track called Yabba You, also known as Jesus Dread. Yabba You was 

different, because he was Orthodox, which is why Lee Perry let him in his studio. He 

praised Jesus Christ, rather than Haile Selaisse.

Which is why they called him Jesus Dread.

Yes, exactly.

Of the younger vocalists he nurtured, who do you think voiced the best Yabby 

rhythms?

Wayne Wade gained the most from his productions.

Can you give us a couple of examples?

Yes. Billy Red and Everybody Bawling.

Which of the producers – such as King Tubby, Prince Jammy and Mad Professor – 

mixed his best dub cuts?

King Tubby!

Could you give us an example of a King Tubby/ Yabby You mix?

Jah Jah Way.

What's the legacy of Yabby You?

No one has really carried on. And after the 90s, not much Yabby You stuff came out. He 

was very good. A lot of roots sounds would always play Yabby You, because his music had

that godly vibe.



Jah Paul and Tony Dread of Jah Paul Promotions



CULINARY DCULINARY DUB
Roti
This is a plain flour roti, great for accompanying curries, and is a good substitute for rice.

Easy and quick to make, keep rotis wrapped in a tea towel, to keep soft and warm.

To reheat, zap for 30 seconds in a microwave or hot in a heavy based pan for a few 

minutes on each side.

Ingredients

500 g self-raising flour

1 tsp salt

2 tbsp vegetable oil, plus extra for brushing 

Method

Sift the flour and salt into a large bowl. Sprinkle over the oil, and add enough water to 

make soft, but not sticky, dough – add a little more flour or water if needed. Knead gently 

until smooth. Cover with moist tea towel and leave to rest for about 30 minutes.

Divide the dough into 12 equal pieces and roll each one into a thin circle - thickness of a 

coin - using a rolling pin.

Brush the bottom third of one of the roti with oil using a pastry brush, and fold the oiled 

third towards the middle. Repeat with the top third, fold inwards, then turn the roti a quarter

turn clockwise and repeat this process with the top and bottom third. Repeat with the 

remaining 11 rotis. Leave to rest again.

Heat a little oil in a heavy-based pan. Roll one of the roti thinly into a round with a rolling 

pin, place it in pan, on one side until it puffs up. Turn it over and place in pan for a 1 

minute. 

Remove from the pan, allowing the roti to cool for a few seconds, and fold into 4 and wrap 

in a clean tea towel placed in a colander until ready to eat.

Cook the remaining roti in the same way and serve warm.

Recipe by Angelique Bayley aka Sista Trini



Zioness Page
''Well Crucial'''
Linton Kwesi Johnson: The Reggae Poet

Acomplished poet Linton Kwesi Johnson, has built a world class reputation, rising to 
prominence with words of rebellion, as relevant today as ever. In line with other Reggae 
deejays popular in the Dancehall, Linton toasted like a prophet, protesting about black 
indifference, with freedom of speech and a powerful, gritty realism, cleverly portrayed. 

Dread Beat and Blood was the first of three Reggae albums to be released around the 
dawning of the Lovers Rock era. Championed by Dennis Bovell aka Blackbeard, The Dub 
Band, a professional outfit,  was formed, which presently consists of  *Kai Sundqvst, Klas 
Jervors (brass), Daniel Spahni (drums), Fabio Marchiori (keyboards), Tony ‘Groco’ Uter 
(percussion), Johnny T (violin) and Internal Dread (sound engineer). The climate was right 
for  a unique and longstanding collaboration, drawing on earlier influences, such as jazz 
and swing.

Linton Kwesi Johnson was massive in the UK, before being in demand all around the 
world. He walked away from a recording contract with Chris Blackwell, around the time 
when the Black struggle in the UK had reached boiling point, going on to form his own 
label LKJ: *putting the music back into reggae.

www.lintonkwesijohnson.com

Zioness s'   Junior Delgado Top Eleven

A Storm Is  Coming

Mr Fisherman

Richman

Trouble

Sons of Slaves

Love Don't Come Easy

Warrior

Fort Augustus

Every Natty

Armed Robbery

Tichon
DJ Zioness, Reading

http://www.lintonkwesijohnson.com/


PAN-AFRICAN DUB
Here are some quotes from EDWARD BLYDEN – 03/08/1832 - known as the 

Father of Pan-Africanism, who wrote for newspapers in Liberia, Sierra Leone and 

Nigeria.

If you are not yourself, if you surrender your personality, you

have nothing left to give the world. You have no pleasure, no

use, nothing which will attract and charm me, for by the 

suppression of your individuality, you lose your distinctive 

character.

Africa may yet prove to be the spiritual conservatory of the 

world ...When the civilised nations in consequence of their 

wonderful material development, shall have had their 

spiritual susceptibilities blunted through the agency of a 

captivating and absorbing materialism, it may be that they 

have to resort to Africa to recover some of the simple 

elements of faith.

I would rather be a member of this [Afrikan] race than a 

Greek in the time of Alexander, a Roman in the Augustan 

period, or Anglo-Saxon in the nineteenth century

We need some African power, some great center of the race

where our physical, pecuniary and intellectual strength may 

be collected.

We need to collect the scattered forces of the race, and 

there is no rallying ground more favourable than Africa.

from www.azquotes.com/author/53544-Edward_Wilmot_Blyden



'Thai Food Table' by Grey Burdik



JESUS DREAD
I  discovered Yabby you in 1998. A friend of mine lent me his copy of the Jesus Dread 

1972-1979 compilation, released by Blood and Fire:  after one listen I was totally blown 

away. I had been listening to Reggae for a few years  prior to this and had started buying 

as much as I could get my hands on. Mostly listening to Jamaican harmony groups, like 

the Abyssinians, Gladiators, Mighty Diamonds and the Twinkle Brothers.  I remember 

vividly how it felt to listen to these artists for the first time; listening to Steel Pulse’s 

Handsworth Revolution or the Rockers soundtrack was almost like a religious 

experience! ( I think its testament to how good this music is that someone can discover it a

quarter of a century after it was produced and it still sounds incredible). Yabby You’s music

felt different to the other roots I was listening too. It really felt like music made by a man 

who had lived a life of struggle and conflict: I heard it more in his music than in some 

others. It came through as music filled with hurt, sometimes incredibly sad, but always 

powerfull! Some times the music was uplifting or sounded like a call to arms: I heard and 

felt the full range of emotions in his music. The Jesus Dread compilation was the sound 

track to that summer - hot as I recall - and I played it to everyone whether they were a 

reggae fan or not.  Music , reggae in particular, plays a pivotal role in my life and Yabby 

You is a prime example; his music has been with me through the good, the bad, the awfull 

and the amazing. These days some of his songs almost bring a tear to my eye when I 

listen them, as they are so linked to very powerful memories. My one regret is that I never 

got to see him play live - but he lives on through his music.

1.Deliver Me From My Enemies.  

2.Zion Gate   

3.Chant Down Babylon Kingdom                                                                          

4.Warn The Nation

5.Conquering Lion

6.King of Kings             

7.Jah Vengeance             

8.Fire Fire                          

9.Run Come Rally 

10.Carnal Mind                                                                                                                   Mat Hills 



INDEPENDENCE DUB

August

4th – BURKINA FASO 

 Ouagadougou

6th – JAMAICA - Kingston

9th – GABON – Libreville

31st – TRINIDAD and TOBAGO

Port of Spain



I HAD THE GREAT FORTUNEI

had the great fortune of being on the Grand Parade in Cape Town  in

1990, when Nelson Mandela made his speech, having just been

released from prison in Paarl. At that time, I was living in Cape Town, so

saw the way people were treated and didn't like it. I didn't get on with

many white South Africans, however there was the odd exception. My

residency was in a shared house, where there were frequent secret

political meetings, in the build up to Nelson Mandela's release. The

house was owned by a Cape Malay man called Gibrahim Solomans,

who is still a great friend. He had a great knowledge and sympathy for

the problems in SA, which meant that he allowed these risky meetings in

his house. Also, a female university student  called Makhosi Mobuntu

lived with us, who  was very politically active - later being employed in

the new SA government. 

These were exciting times, as the country was on the verge of a new 

dawn. I remember a local Cape Town band that I knew called ‘Roots 

Rockers’ playing on the Grand Parade on the same day. The day of his 

release, I was there with Makhosi and her friends - and the atmosphere 

was exhilarating. I could see glimpses of Nelson Mandela about 300 

yards away, but couldn't hear much due to the party atmosphere. Horns 

were sounding all day and people were singing and dancing. Informal 

drumming bands set up here and there and no one wanted to contain 

their happiness. We all knew the implications of this incredible historic 

moment and were very excited by it. The pressure of apartheid was off: 

but the pressure was on to solve the indemic problems it caused and - 

that will take awhile. 

David Vaudrey 



Ras Haile Mecael painting of Bob Marley



The Victory of Non-Violence

Introduction

If our past history could be the foundation of our present position, it must be to nourish the 

roots which give us bright things and quiet spirits - generating more wisdom in our future 

building.

I

All over the world, in certain times, there are people who have been dominated, oppressed

and exploited. This has created rebellion, insurrection and war. But for some individuals, 

war was not the way to deliver themselves from the oppressors. Among them, are 

Senegalese people, who have a great history of resistance: by mystical nonviolence and 

the power of spiritual faith, against the colonial system.

Rather than relate the many facts, I think it better to pay simple homage to the holy men, 

for the greatest of their works for GOD - crediting their mission for human dignity.

While the colonial regime exploited the land with peanut growing - while subduing the 

autochthonous population with oppressive income tax and exaggerate duties - conscious 

minds were aroused through education’s light and spiritual learning, to denounce the 

behavioural abuses and the little consideration that the population was shown.

 

II

Some spiritual leaders who are called “cheikh” in their religious branches, have excelled in 

the guidance of popular masses, by spreading a natural mystic through high doctrinal 

research, combined with unshakeable spiritual faith and a nonviolence attitude, never 

before seen in the world. They succeeded in giving the people a complete system of 

values and virtues, so none one of their disciples could ever feel confused and 

destabilized, to the point of aggression to the white and black oppressors.

Despite the relentless crackdown on those religious leaders, the colonial system was 

faced with a serious non-violent resistance, that disrupted their plans and programmes of 

conquest.

Civil disobedience, non-payment of taxes, retention of field crops, were effective weapons 

which black employees could use against the white administration. On top of that, religious

ceremonies were organized in several parts of the region, to neutralize the evil intentions 

of the predators: who were extorting agricultural produce, under the pretext of a civilising 

mission.



Distraught and disgusted by the  religious morality which they did not expect - the 

colonisers were unable to use violence -  the emotion and ecstasy seized them with terror. 

In their confrontation with the corrupt laws, the people remained steadfast in the divine 

wisdom of the holy men: who had land expropriated, were placed under house arrest or 

sent into exile.

One deportee, was the founder of Mouridism, Cheikh Ahmadou Bamba (1853 – 1927). 

After a trial of lies: shameless, as the settlers tried to hide their shame before even a law 

which disavowed them.The cheick, affectionately known as Khadimu Rasoul – servant of 

the messenger – suffered external exile twice, as well as the internal variety.

His first location of external exile, was in Gabon, thousands of kilometres from his 

homeland. The second time, he was sent to Mauritania – neighbouring his homeland - to 

confront other scholars, who it was hoped would devalue his teaching. In all these trials he

came out victorious and more fortified than ever.

Not being able to prove his guilt - as there was none – the settlers eventually dropped all 

charges: finally recognising him as an asset to the international community. But his 

spiritual virtues, could not be converted into political viewpoints. This was proved when he 

refused the Medal of the Order of Merit, offered by the French nation.

The Mouride community and Muslims in Gabon, celebrate November 11th; commemorating

the 1902 return from exile, of Serigne Touba, as he was also known, from exile in Gabon.

Eternal thanks was given to him, in the form of Touba, the holy city of the Mouride 

community: and the annual pilgrimage there, called Touba Magal.

 Abbey Price Pascal             



A to Y Dub
Earl Chinna Smith

b. 06/08/1955

also known as Melchezidek, the

High Priest, he is the premier

guitarist of Roots Reggae, who

has backed everyone -  

Abyssinians

to Yabby You
Everyday is like a song and he's always with his guitar.  Chinna speaking

of Bob Marley.



POET and the ROOTS
five of the albums  by

  

LINTON KWESI JOHNSON
b.24/08/1952

DREAD, BEAT and BLOOD  
1978

FORCES of VICTORy 
1979

BASS CULTURE 
1979

LKJ IN DUB
1980

MAKING HISTORY
1984



 The Test of Time
tribute to  JUNIOR DELGADO  b. 25/08/1958

   
Junior Hibbert, better known as Junior Delgado aka Jooks, was born 25th    
August 1958, in West Kingston, Jamaica. He recorded with many producers,
including Lee Perry, Duke Reid, Rupie Edwards,Tommy Cowan,Winston 
Holness, Bunny Lee, Prince Jammy and Augustus Pablo.

 Initially, Junior sang and recorded with a group called Time Unlimited, or 
Junior Hibbert and The Heaven Singers. It was after leaving this group, 
that he began to record under the name Junior Delgado. Recognition as a 
solo artist didn't come, till the co-productions alongside Dennis Emmanuel 
Brown on his DEB label. In 1979, Junior set up his own label, called 
Incredible Jux. From 1980, he started to produce his own works, as well as
supporting upcoming artists, like Yami Bola and White Mice. 

Junior sang about every day life situations: he wasnt afraid to voice his 
opinion through music. He had a unique way of singing - as soon as you 
heard the vocals, you knew it was Junior. Tition (Politician), released in 
1975, was his first solo hit. Also released in 1975, was Jah Jah Say aka 
Ethiopian Land on the same riddim - which was on the B side of the 12" - 
by the DEB label. Other hits followed these first two in Jamaica. He then 
spent a lot of time travelling to and from Jamaica, promoting and 
distributing. Junior was well known for singing other tracks, like Merry Go 
Round, You Really Don't Love Me, Open The Door To Your Heart, which 
were lovers rock recordings, as well as roots offerings, such as Famine, 
Storm is Coming, Hippo and Ragga Muffin Year - which was done in 1986 
with Augustus Pablo: this was a change of style for Junior. He went onto 
work with other artists, such as Jerry Dammers (Specials), Maxi Jazz 
(Faithless) and Jungle Brothers, to name a few.1999 saw Junior perform at
both the Glastonbury and Roskilde Festivals.

Music was in his blood, as his uncle was Lennie Hibbert, band master and 

vibraphonist, at the legendary Alpha Boys Schools, in Kingston. So much talent 

came from the Alpha Boys School, such as Don Drummond, Roland Alphonso - 

not forgetting Rico Rodriguez. 

Junior Delgardo was one of those artists, that when he sang, you stood up and

listened; other than the music playing, you would listen to the lyrics. A great artist, 

who died 11th of April, 2005. His music will live on, standing the test of time. R.I.P.

Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez



 The Elders Apprentice
review of Chronixx concert – 16/07/2016 – O2 Academy Oxford

You know a band is going to rock you, when the drummer comes onstage bare-chested: and so it 

was – an hour and a half of roots rocking, provided by the Zinc Fence Redemption Band. From the

opener' Roots and Chalice' - an invitation to a Rasta party - onward to the end. Seeing Chronixx on

stage, was like seeing a young Johnny Clarke or Earl Zero. That same zeal to talk of Peace and 

Ras Tafari: of how we can use the latter to get to the former -  a potential pathway to global dignity. 

He's like the highly promising apprentice, who imbibed the teachings of the masters – from Little 

Roy to Luciano – and has come through with flying colours. And here and there throughout the 

concert, he gave nods of acknowledgements to the elders. Like when he gave us the tribute to his 

beloved hometown, 'Spanish Town Rocking',concluding it with the original lyrics to the rhythm – 

Prison Oval Rock, by Barrington Levy.

Not that there was much room to rock, more like stepping really – or nodding of the head! Full 

house! And the content of the full house, was another indicator of the strong attraction this young 

man holds. Never seen so much Rasta at an Oxford concert! Even when foundation figures such 

as Horace Andy, Earl Sixteen and Eek A Mouse performed in Oxford, there wasn't the turn out from

the Black community, like there was for Chronixx tonight. Good to see all the tams and the turbans!

The concert brought other sweet crescendos, as well as the one generated by Spanish Town 

Rocking. He took us to the heights, with gems such as Ain't No Giving In – that great anthem of 

perserverance - Here Comes Trouble, Smile Jamaica, and one of my personal favourites, Most I. 

He came to say something – and said it so well. Watching and listening to him, you can see why 

Kenya chose him as a Peace Ambassador, during their 2013 elections. When you think that the 

majority of political violence is executed by young men, it makes sense to bring another young 

man – who carries more popularity than the politicians – who talks and sings of cohesion and 

peace.When we think of the peace initiative, the classic photograph of him between Manley and 

Seaga, Bob Marley can rest assured, that his legacy is in good hands.

Towards the end, the brilliant apprentice gave another nod to an elder, when he gave us his 

version of the Jacob Miller classic 'Tenement Yard'. I have to confess that I wish the extended last 

offering, had been presented in roots, rather than a bashment styling - but that couldn't dry up, the 

showers of blessings I'd received. 

When he sings on Here Comes Trouble, about recruiting for Jah army, you know he means it - that 

he's going to be around for awhile. Chronixx comes from foundation, so he can't be a fad. He gives

thanks continually, to the Original Instructor, and the teachers who have influenced him. The 

outstanding trainee stood there – in plain brown clothing, topped by a red, gold and green tam – 

smiling, laughing, inviting one and all, to sit with him at the table of reconcilliation. I'm sure Bunny 

Wailer and Big Youth will be there – alongside the other radiant apprentices, such as Jah 9 and 

Proteje.

Chronixx continues to inject roots into reggae: new carrier of the old flag, first held by the elders, of

the late sixties and early seventies.                                                             

Natty Mark 



WHERE DID THIS MUSIC COME FROM?
  I've often enjoyed the music of a man who mixes blues, with his home music of the 

Caribbean. His name is Jeremiah Marques and his wonderful band The Blue Aces. He is 
interesting, as he mixes the sounds of Chicago alongside the reggae roots of his native  
background. 

He will begin a set as if he's drawn you to a down town blues club in the classic blues 
period, when Muddy Waters and Howlin' Wolf trodded the boards - and songs such as 
'Little Red Rooster' played out - before The Rolling Stones grabbed it for their first album; 
becoming a standard in most blues festivals and clubs here in the UK: gee, I've even 
played it myself more than a few times! That lovely tone and feel of the slide guitar as the 
dog howls in the middle of the song.

Anyway, Jeremiah will take the true feel of the blues, but add the roots of reggae into the 
mix. When ever he's on the bill, its a place you just want to be - and with a new album out, 
entitled 'Down By The River', hopefully, his name will become better known. One of those 
strange things, an artist of his popularity and talent around for so long yet, this is his first 
album release.

   The reason for mentioning this is that hearing him and his band, you begin to realise how
close much of the electric blues and reggae roots are: so a bit more research was called 
for. Then I saw that reggae was inspired by the music of New Orleans, especially Fats 
Domino, one of my favourite artists ever; and Allan Toussaint, who sadly, recently died - 
but left a legacy of great recorded music behind and was the king of New Orleans music 
for many years. The more you listen to the rhythms and sounds of the Crescent City the 
closer that tie seems, adding to that the French flavour of that part of Louisiana and it 
becomes ever clearer.

 Equally, many Caribbean musicians came to the UK, bringing their music with them - and 
a whole new view to our music. Such as Ram John Holder, best known on television for 
his part in the comedy 'Desmond's', a few years ago now. In fact, he made a great album 
that mixed just like Jeremiah, his early influences with those he picked up here through the
early UK blues boom. Nobody would release it, although a few copies are out there, plus in
a recent television programme on the blues, he brought it up again.

  The problem though, is we have for the most part been given a diluted version of the real 
thing, to make the pop charts! Bands of British line ups, but something is missing: and that 
is your roots.

 Sure, we can sing the blues, but we haven't seen its roots in the Mississippi delta, or lived 
in deprived areas of Chicago and similar places. Its something we've added to our culture 
but its not our roots, just like the real roots of reggae, are from the Caribbean. But those 
who came here, brought this wonderful music and each new generation has continued to 
bring the sounds to us. 

  Later this year I will be enjoying the music of Jeremiah Marques and his band again, not 
at a warm summer festival, but at a south coast resort in December; but the minute he 
begins to add the sounds and feel of his reggae music to his set, its like the summer has 
come back again - and the dance floor is packed. As I've said earlier, the roots of reggae 
and the blues that came out of Chicago ain't so far apart, much closer that you think.

  



Enjoy your music. I'm just learning after being a blues lover for years; and artists on the 
blues scene that have their roots in those beautiful islands of the Caribbean, bring joy to 
anyone's heart: and keep those feet moving....more next time

      

                                              Pete Clack

You can know about any subject under the sun by reading about it.

Intelligence rules the world; ignorance carries the burden.

The idea is that personal experience is not enough for a human to get all the useful 
knowledge of life because the individual life is too short, so we must feed on the 
experience of others.

quotes from Marcus Garvey

Welcome

Drumming up PUB
Put some RHYTHM in your pub.

Afternoon drum workshop:   £60 (+travel cost)

Evening drum workshop:  £120 (+travel cost)

Drumming up is the culture of successful businesses. 

Every little beat counts.

Please contact Francis for a booking. 

Mob:07946073953

Email: francis oqcleaning.com@      

mailto:francis@oqcleaning.com


Natural Radical Poetic Ability

I am, poetically sick.

Meh Papa beat me

With ah poetical stick.

I am poetically sick.

So ah run to Haile Selassie the first quick!

Standing brave and tall,

for this sickness

cannot be healed with paracetomol.

Ah got lyrics in meh head,

make me weird, 

make me dread,

make me pores raise with poetry

While resting on meh bed.

Prince Jacob Louear



'Maasai Hunters' painting by Christine de Faoite



The Mystic of Kingston
to long-time soldier Asher Messenjah, of Messanjah Sound, based in

Swindon, who has Cerebal Palsy and Asperger's: and to Gary Constant of

Ockard Riddim, Oxford, for his support of The Dub.

Born  To  Sing  Our  Song

Until today, I didn't realise that there are more than a hundred forms of arthritis: that
illness which inflames the joints, leading to pain and disability. The one we are 
concerned with here, that afflicted Yabby You, is called rhematoid arthritis.

I would have gladly supported him,
When the pain got too much.

Time of slow mobility,
When he needed the crutch.

Placed a pillow under his head,
When fatigue became the victor.

To bring a little comfort,
To the struggling warrior.

They are still working on the causes of RA. Environmental and genetic issues have 
been cited. What caused it in Yabby You?

Hunger of a wandering boy,
His diet of deficiencies?

Possible exposue to silica,
While working in the foundry?

I see him hobbling from the foundry,
No longer able to work there.
Back to the Kingston streets,

Hustling through his nightmare.

The  Arthritis Foundation states that  there are 'acute epsisodes of pain and 
inflammation known as flares. An arthritis flare may occur after an infection or a 
highly stressful situation.'

The daily stress,
In the aversion of hunger.

The money needed,



To record the songster.

But a few saw his potential,
Recognised the visonary.

So Family Man and Horsemouth,
Played on his debut  record for free.

I don't what treatment was offered in late sixties/70's Kingston, but at the time of 
writing, the Arthritis Foundation site recommends amongst other things, hot and 
cold treatment. Warm baths and heating pads; the use of cold packs, such as a bag 
of frozen vegetables. 

Like a prophet of old,
Going forward on his mission.

He sang of the pain of the world,
And his viewpoint of solution.

He sang morning songs to God,
Lullabies to the resting world.
He belived in our potential,
So he carried love unfurled.

There is no cure for arthritis, only some alleviation. As well as disability, it can lead 
to deformity and shorter life expectency.

The Kingston Mystic  sang on,
Chanting for a better humanity.

He hobbled ever onwards,
Sprinkling us with beauty.

Disability couldn't conquer,
Because the head and heart was strong.

Destined to be a messenger:
Born to sing our song.

In  This  Honouring

Come all you elders and healers,
Mystics and saintly ones.

Come, facilitate for us,
In this celebration of Yabba You.

Intercede for us,

In this honouring of his spirit.

Let him know that he is highly respected,

That he reverberates still.



Bouncing gently off the walls,

Into our ragged heatbeat.

Blueprint  and  Pathway

We sing of you Vivian Jackson,

Daily chant of  Yabby You.

Of your blueprint to righteousness;

Simple path to the sacred clue.

I see you Yabby, at the place of dreams and tickets, wealth and desperation, 

potential and prayer. In a life of limited options, on an island called impoverished, I 

saw you taking a chance at the racetrack. 

A man, rushing to sit, before his hope begins to run, knocks over one of your 

crutches, sending you to the floor. Two men, who you were trying to convince to 

take your advice, help you up – beginning to dust you off; then the shot that 

commences the last race goes off and you are abandoned, as the world 

momentarily diminishes, to a patch of green and a batch of horses. Leaning on one 

crutch, you quickly finish the dusting off - what you can reach - then make your way

to the exit. Hot and heavy.

Going  as fast as you can, desperate to get back to the yard – to a little shade, 

assistance and solitude. But inflammation begins to visit, bringing its ancient 

companion pain, with it. Should he rest? But if he rests, he might stiffen: so he 

continues – intent, haltingly. Hot and heavy. Finally, entering the yard, greeting all, 

you make your way to your outdoor  bed. Sensing that you wish  to be left alone, no 

one disturbs you, apart from the man, who leaves a mango and a cup of cold ginger 

drink, by your pallet. Knowing that you love the drum, an elder picks one up, to 

begin the attempt at healing. As the daylight exiles itself into night, candles and 

lamps are lit: little fires begin to blossom, offering  warmth and light. The chatting 

and cursing cease, as a solitary drum is heard. The funde is soon followed by 

someone with bass – and someone with the kette, coming over the top; the 

sweetener in the stew. After the stilling of hunger with mango and ginger, you give 

quite thanks for the offering left by the brother – and for the drum, the bringer of re-

generation. Listening to the interplay between the three drums and the voices joined

to them in chant, you feel a resurgence: a desire to interact. Raising yourself up on 

your crutches, you go to join those who have assembled, near the drummers and 

chanters.  Receiving and giving greetings, you slowly lower yourself onto a crate. 

Caught up in the beauty of the evening fellowship, you too raise your voice, in 

gratitude for  sharing – and those who give, even when their resources are expiring. 

Raising your voice to the starlit sky, you opens your lungs, in gratitude to the one, 

who mystifies us and provides.



Give Thanks

Thank you for the mango

Which the brother gave to me.

The ginger drink,

The solidarity.

Give thanks for the starlight,

Drum nyabingi.

Give thanks for those who drum:

The master called Skully.

                                                                            

                                                       A bite of mango,

A sip of ginger;

Thanks to the Father.

A little  starlight,

A flame  of fire;

Thanks to the Father.

Give thanks for those that drum:

 The one called Bingi Bunny.

Waking after the evening soothing - the truly god-sent concoction - of drum, voice 

and reverence, he is ready, because today is a special day; not only for the booked 

studio, but for the show of love. Last night he sent a message to the musicians, that

he didn't have  the money to pay them for the session the following day. The 

answers came back, that they would play for free! After a heavy day hustling, 

alleviated by the music, it was sweetened further, by the news that gave respite. If it 

was possible for a crutch to have a bounce in it, today was the day! Arthritis shall 

not beat him today: today is his. The word rheumotoid shall not raise its head today;

the musicians are on his side – and so is God. Entering the studio, he greets and is 

greeted by the group assembled. Knowing that time is money for all the gathered - 

especially for those  volunteering their skills – the session commences.

Praise  God

Praise God,

They played for free.

Drummer called Horsemouth,

Bass called Family.

And Chinna, Chinna,

Always Chinna, Chinna:

Earl Chinna Smith on guitar.



La, la, la;

ye, ye, ye, ye.

Praise God they played for free.

My debut,

But no money.

Saw the potential,

That others didn’t see.

Of Zion, Zion,

Men of Zion, Zion:

Recorded Conquering Lion.

La, la, la,

ye, ye, ye, ye:

Praise God they played for free.

Singing la, la, la,

Chanting yee, ye, ye, ye – 

Praise God they played for free.

Then came the album of the same name – and a dub mix, by the great collaborator. 

There’s been Dukes and Generals, Princes and Earls, but only one King: King 

Tubby. And Yabby was always welcome at the Kings wonderland, in Drumily 

Avenue. The place where the King and the Mystic, conjured together. 

And alongside the creativity, the debate about divinity: and who is worthy of praise.

No  Man  Can  Tell  Another  Man

Most chanted Selaisse,

He sang of Jesus Christ.

No man can tell another man,

How to love God.

No man can dictate to another,

His channel to the Most High.

From the age of twelve,

He wandered Jamaica,

Talking with Christian,

Conversing with Rasta:

Searching for the essence of belief.

The barefoot seeker,

Solitary pilgrim.



Today a chant,

Tomorrow a hymn:

Searching for the walkers of the talk

At the door of the church,

The gate of the camp.

Evening worship,

 The bringing of the lamps:

Searching for the light  that never dims.

His mother presented Jesus,

 Father gave him  Garvey.

Went to make up his mind - 

 The sacred itinerary.

Searching for his passport to God.

No man can tell another man,

How to love God.

No man can dictate to another,

His channel to the Most High.

Whatever the viewpoint, they sensed the vision. Both the emerging and the 

established came to him, to be in his presence: the emanation from the aura. They 

came as seekers – and left as possessors of treasure. Like the miner, with his pan of

possibilities – leaving the river, with a nugget of gold.

Time  With  The  Mystic

Ask Michael Prophet,

Big Youth

And Trinity.

Ask Dillinger,

Mykal Rose,

Tapper Zukie

Away from the streets,

And its beating stick.

Away from the gangster,

His catalogue of tricks.

Time with Yabby You:

Time with the Mystic.

Ask Wayne Wade,

Tommy McCook,

Errol Alphonso.

 Tony Tuff,

Willie Williams,



Augustus Pablo.

Away, away, away,

From the conman quick.

Away, away, away,

From the politician  slick.

Away, away, away:

Time with the Mystic.

I Heard You Crying

I heard you crying Yabby You,

When you sang Walls of Jerusalem.

Crying for the tortured body of Christ,

For the torment in your body,

For our tepid and torrid humanity.

If ever I heard you cry Yabby,

Then its on the song called  Walls of Jerusalem.

Sacred  Smithy

When we talk of the great harmony groups,

We think of Abyssinians, Congos and Heptones.

But what of the Prophets?

The ones who backed the Mystic:

Who forged  the songs at the sacred smithy.

Let them stand and take our salute,

When we gather in the discussion of beauty.

Alric Forbes, Dada Smith,

 And Bobby Melody.

Let us remember them also,

When we assemble to be entranced,

By the eternal gift of recorded harmony.

Didn’t realise that more women than men suffered from arthritis. That here in the 

UK, around ten million persons are affected by it. Some suggest this, others 

recommend that.

Acupunture  and  Herbs



Some say acupunture,

Or herbal remedy.

Others talk of diet,

Low intake from the diary.

Some say Aloe Vera,

Some say Alfalfa

The need to exercise,

The need to rest.

Requirement of planning,

Re-generation of zest.

Some  say Yarrow,

Or oil of pimento.

Easy on the meat input,

High intake of tuna.

Check for Vitamin C,

A necessary feature.

Some  say angelica,

 Some  say juniper.

Onward Yabby went, barefoot, undeterred; creating beauty and praising God. 

Working with the great, to produce the greater. Lloyd Parks and Robbie 

Shakespeare; Sly Dunbar and Santa Davies; Bobby Ellis and Vin Gordon; Wire 

Lindo and Ranchie McLean; Bobby Ellis and Dirty Harry; Lee Scratch Perry at Black 

Ark – Scientist at Channel One. He continued; chanting down the enemy - 

requesting  deliverance from them. He spoke of peace and lived in love. The Mystic 

of Kingston: born to sing our song.

  

Chant  for the True Heart Man

 Yabby You never came to exploit us, 

We know his heart was true.

No hidden agenda,

We know his heart was true.

A life  of  conviction,

We know his heart was true.

We chant for the true heart man:

Yabby, Yabby You.

Natty Mark



WE'LL KEEP ON CHANTING
Vivian Jackson AKA Yabby You.  A Roots 

Reggae pioneer to many and a Dub 

master to all. 

His works as a solo artist and producer -

mainly, with The Prophets and King Tubby

-  will undoubtedly go down in the genres

of music history, as some of the best there

is.  

Born in Kingston Jamaica, 1946, Jackson

had a difficult and hard upbringing. He was

one of  seven children and at  the age of

only twelve, he left his childhood home and

set  off  to  work  at  a  furnace  in  his  local

district of Waterhouse. Five years on and

the seventeen year  old  was hospitalized,

because of malnutrition. Upon leaving his

stint  in  hospital,  he  was  found  to  be

suffering  from  chronic  arthritis,  with  his

legs almost not able to move. Because of

this,  he  was  forced  into  the  streets  of

Kingston,  Jamaica  to  start  hustling  as  a

way of living, due to being unable to return

to  his  job  at  the  furnace.

His personal beliefs set him apart from the

very  beginning.  He  believed  that  Jesus

Christ  was  the  only  divinity  and  did  not

believe in Haile Selassie. Something that,

among  other  Rastafarians,  was  seen  as

sceptical. It wasn’t until 1972 that his first

release  was  put  out:  Conquering  Lion.

King  Tubby  on  the  b-side  of  the  single

(which  would  be  a  common trend in  the

future of Jackson’s works). The track was

met with great success. To the point where

the beginning chant is how Jackson came

to receive the alias Yabby You (“Be you –

YabbyYabby  You”).  This  was  followed

three years later by the album, also called

Conquering Lion, in 1975.

King Tubby remixed a whole Dub set for the 

album, titled ‘King Tubbys Prophesy of Dub’: 

with only 500 copies being issued upon 

release. Personally for me, one of the greatest

Dub sets of all time. 

Chant Down Babylon Kingdom’ album 

followed, in 1977. Purely cementing his place 

in what we call Roots Reggae/Dub music. 

Yabby continued to work as a producer with 

old and new artists on the scene, as well as 

still writing and recording his own material, 

with his baking band, The Prophets. But 

because of health issues once again holding 

him back, he wasn’t truly able to take it on full 

time.

There were many quiet periods throughout his

career  and,  later  in  his  life,  if  he  were  to

perform,  it  would  often  be  with  crutches.  

He passed away on January 12th 2010, from a

brain aneurysm.

Even though his life and musical career were

cut  short  because  of  his  health  problems,  I

think it’s safe to say that Yabby You was one

of  the  greatest  there  ever  was.  I  can  only

imagine what we would be left with now, if he

was  only  able  to  reach  his  potential  with

nothing  holding  him back.  But  for  now we’ll

keep  on  chanting:

“BE  YOU  –  YABBY  YABBY  YOU”.

 

Tom Dredd, co-

founder of the

Dublings



Reggae isn't just about the music – the bass or the trumpet. Its always 

spoken to me about a way of life. Its a spiritual music: it deals with spirituality. 

Touches me in ways other music doesn't. Whereas some music makes me 

want to knock my head against a brick wall, reggae makes me think, go within

– looking in.

Steve Otto

...The man who is not able to develop and use his mind is 

bound to be the slave of the other man who uses his mind, 

because man is related to man under all circumstances for 

good or ill. 

A reading man and woman is a ready man and woman, but 

a writing man and woman is exact.

Among some of the organized methods used to control the 

world is the thing known and called PROPAGANDA. 

Propaganda has done more to defeat the good intentions of 

races and nations than even open warfare. Propaganda is a

method or medium used by organized peoples to convert 

others against their will. We of the Negro race are suffering 

more than any other race in the world from propaganda... 

propaganda to destroy our hopes, our ambitions and our 

confidence in self." 

God and Nature first made us what we are, and then out of 

our own creative genius we make ourselves what we want 

to be. Follow always that great law. Let the sky and God be 

our limit and Eternity our measurement.

quotes from Marcus Garvey



Cornerstonemusik Recommendations

Cornerstonemusik recommendations are based on music sent to us and 

played on our radio programs, alongside classic artists for whom we have 

Massive respect.

Count Ossie and the Mystic Revelation of Rastafari

Count Ossie, born Oswald Williams, 1926 - died 1976, aged fifty - was from 

St Thomas, Jamaica.

A committed Rastafarian, in the early 1950s he set up a Rasta community in 

Rockfort, near Wareika Hill, on the east side of Kingston -  where many of 

Kingston's musicians gathered to learn about the Rastafari movement.

During the late 1950’s set up The Count Ossie Group, based around 

drumming and chanting. It’s believed the  Rasta Nyabingi hand drumming is 

rooted in the Bantu traditions of the Eastern Congo.

At this time, Rastafarians were virtually outlawed in Jamaica, so the group 

struggled to find places to perform - and were rejected by the music 

establishment. The breakthrough came  after meeting Prince Buster who 



produced Count Ossie and The Wareikas song ‘Oh Carolina’ (versioned by 

many artists over the years). Shortly after this, they recorded for Harry Mudie 

and Coxsone Dodd, working alongside such artists as Rico Rodriguez. A few 

years later, Ossie formed The Mystic Revelation of Rastafari, alongside 

Cedric Brooks – several singles were then produced.  Other Jamaican artists,

for example, King Stitt also used them as percussionists on their own ska / 

reggae recordings, which inspired other Rastafarian drummers, including  

Ras Michael and the Sons of Negus.

In 1973 Count Ossie - alongside The Mystic Revelation of Rastafari -  

produced one of my favourite and most played albums of all time: the brilliant,

classic triple album, entitled GROUNATION (Vulcan Records). One cut; the 

live recordings full of humour - and some of the most obscure horns and 

voices, that ever erupted from Rasta chanting and drumming. This seminal 

album was followed up in 1975 by another classic album, TALES of 

MOZAMBIQUE (Dynamic Records).  In 1983, Vista Records released the 

album, MAN from the HIGHER HEIGHTS by Count Ossie and the Rasta 

Family.

            

Torch – BOOK Of LOVE

The brilliant brand new Foundation Roots album from Jamaican artist Torch. 

A Torch is defined as a source of illumination and guidance; Kevin “Torch” 

Campbell  the ‘EvaBurninFlame’, lives up to his name.

Growing up in the birthplace of Reggae music, his community Trenchtown, 

Jamaica has long been known as the early stomping ground of Bob Marley, 

Peter Tosh and other reggae icons Torch’s pathway was almost predestined.

Performances at local and major Jamaican musical events, including 

RebelSalute, Reggae By The River, Reggae Explosion and Bob Marley’s 

Birthday Celebration, helped to raise national awareness of him. His 

performance skills were further honed from his years spent at Penthouse 

Studios. He also spent years touring with with Reggae star Buju Banton. The 



experience was wonderful as it took him to a lot of places,  increasing his 

exposure, as he undertook shows across Jamaica, Barbados, St. Kitts and 

St. Maarten. In the United States, he played cities such as Atlanta, Miami, 

Orlando and New York. The biggest venues were the Reggae On The Hills 

festival in Barbados and Madison Square Gardens in New York

Torch’s songs are  loved by international listeners and soundsystem 

specialists alike. His lyrics capture emotions and his melodie scapture moods.

This brand new album by Torch The BOOK OF LOVE is set to be a classic – 

Foundation Roots with a sprinkling of sweet lovers. It is one of my favourite 

albums this year. Trenchtown STILL ROCKS!!

Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK inc King of Dub Records) have a large 

following throughout the UK  through their radio shows (Thursdays and 

Saturdays), live sessions and there very popular Facebook groups 

Cornerstonemusik and Skatoragga They are regularly invited to festivals like 

Glastonbury, Common People, Field Maneuvers and private events because 

of the vibes they create with their unique blend of ska, rocksteady, roots and 

conscious dancehall.

For more information on events, radio shows and to check out our music and 

video pages go to the website: cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com

Cornerstone  at FIELD MANEUVERS on Saturday 3rd September 



DUB DIARy
AUGUST
12th – Beres Hammond@O2 Academy, East Oxford.

13th - Natty Hi Fi@Donnington Community Centre, East Oxford - Marcus 

Garvey Birthday Celebration – 2pm-midnight – free – donations, partly going to 

The Dub.

20th – Natty Hi Fi@Elder Stubbs Festival, East Oxford – midday-6pm – adults 

£5, children free. Annual fund and awareness raiser for Restore and its mental 

health provision. Plus after festival session by Jah Paul Promotions@Donnington

Community Centre – 6pm-midnight – free.

20th – RASPO Steel Orchestra@Reading Carnival of the World – more info – 

07973 251919

26th/28th – Toots and the Maytals@the Big Feastival – Alex James Farm, 

Kingham, Cotswolds. Fundraiser for the Jamie Oliver Food Foundation – ‘’better 

food choices for a healthier lifestyle’’.

27th – Solution Sounds@Luton Rugby Club, Luton. Fundraising day for eight 

year old Kye, who suffers from Meninococcal Meningitis and Cosmic, the charity 

that supports him – 11am-8pm - free.

27th – Natty Hi Fi@Buckland St. Mary Village Hall, Somerset. Fundraising 

weekend for Soma Housing Co-op – 2pm-2am - £5 – camping available 

throughout the w/end - £5 nightly – eclectic mix of music on Sunday – incl.Barmy 

Army live - and Monday

SEPTEMBER
2nd-4th - Cornerstone@ Field Maneuvers Festival, nr London.

10th – The Reggae  Garden  @  OldTown Bowl, Swindon – family festival - 12-9pm
– feat. Michael Prophet, Brother Culture and the Ruff Cut Band - £20 – early 
bird tickets £10+bf - adv. £15+bf – u14s £5+bf – u5s free.
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